
We all have a pretty good idea now, of the kind of help that is needed, and the kinds of items that are 
big sellers at our meet.  Cookies, muffins, slices, are all great for breakfast and snacks for our swimmers' 
families throughout the morning.  Full loaves, pies, etc. are big sellers, as it is quite close to Christmas, 
and people are happy to have baked goods for freezing and for Christmas events. They also like to put 
"packages" of goodies together, to take home.  

Besides my baking, I made a cereal mix type of snack last year - they didn't go so well.  So I will rethink 
that one. 

Tips for packaging: 

It would be a TREMENDOUS TIME-SAVER for us at the bake table, if you could wrap your donations for 
selling, so that we don't have to do any cutting, separating, etc.  Cookies could be packaged by ones, 
twos, or even 6's, in baggies, or in festive baggies (dollar store) - muffins could be wrapped individually, 
or on trays, wrapped in saran.  We would like some full loaves, but also some slices, which could be 
wrapped individually, for sale as breakfast snacks.  Wrapping them up looks great on the table, plus is 
more appealing for those concerned about food handling with open trays of cookies or slices.  

Grocery stores will often provide clean Styrofoam meat trays, if you explain that it's for a Special 
Olympics event.  

Any help with pre-packaging before you come to the meet is really appreciated, and helps cut down on 
the mad scramble at the start of the morning. 

Also - if the ingredients/contents are not obvious, please make note of them.  Labelling everything 
makes it easier for us when we are asked what it is, or what's in it - especially muffins, and slices.   

It would be nice to once again, provide some sugar-free, nut-free and gluten-free products.  I would like 
to know if anyone is planning to donate any of the "---free---"  products , so that I can keep track.  These 
products did not sell out last year, so while we certainly should have an assortment  for those with 
sensitivities/allergies, I want to make sure we don't have too many of them, and not enough of the 
regular baked goods. 

Please mark all trays, containers that you wish to have back, and come and collect them after the meet.  

I have had a couple of offers of help at the table - perhaps you could keep an eye at the beginning, and 
if it looks like we're going a bit crazy, we probably are - and perhaps you could lend a hand for a few 
minutes.  

Thanks so much for your participation in this - other swim teams ALWAYS mention how great our table 
looks, what a beautiful assortment of home-baked  goodies we have, and what a great and supportive  
bunch of parents/caregivers we must have.  I always agree with them!!   Let's not disappoint them this 
year!!
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